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MANIFESTO

Co-building sustainable omnichannel supply chains with
and for our customers… That’s our ambition. The climate challenge 
is huge, and the supply chain provides an essential lever for creating more sustainable 
and fairer economic models. It is our responsibility to take up the challenge of limiting 
our emissions, reducing our waste and optimising our delivery routes. At FM Logistic, 
we are leading this transformation. The signature we adopted in 2021, Supply Change, 
reflects our commitment. Every day, we are making our buildings more energy efficient, 
pooling our logistics sites and vehicles, and testing alternatives to home delivery to 
help our customers reduce the environmental impact of their own supply chains. With 
them, we want to give everyone the opportunity to consume in a more responsible 
way. The challenge is as exciting as it is huge. We are carrying out this transformation 
while keeping true to our essential identity as a people-focused company. We believe 
that our sense of community and commitment to skills development and well-being 
at work are key levers for performance. Our Powering 2030 strategic plan is designed 
to support and deliver our ambition. Every action we take aims to transform the way we 
work, and contribute to creating more agile, more local, more sustainable and more 
inclusive supply chains.
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O U R  A C T I V I T I E S  I N  U K R A I N E   In Ukraine, the FM Logistic distribution centre 
near Kyiv remains operational with a limited number of staff on site to 
ensure that essential goods continue to be delivered for as long as security 
conditions allow. 
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E U R O P E  

20 years  
of cooperation with
the home furniture  

leader IKEA

F R A N C E 

€146m  
of renewed strategic 

contracts

B R A Z I L 

1,500  
storage units 
handled for Henkel  

Beauty Care  
in São Paulo

S P A I N 

66%
revenue growth from 

last-mile delivery  
by Citylogin

I T A L Y 

1 contract  
signed with a major 
cosmetics company  

to manage its European 
supply chain from Italy,

Spain and France

V I E T N A M 

2 
new collaborations  
with leading FMCG 

distributors

C H I N A 

1,200 cities  
served in 4 provinces 
thanks to the growth  
of transport activities

in this country

E A S T E R N  
E U R O P E 

20 million
bottles to be delivered  

in more than 12 countries in 
the agreement signed with 
Diageo, one of the biggest 

alcoholic beverages 
companies in  

the world

I N D I A 

20 
new 

customers

In 2021/22, FM Logistic delivered strong growth across all 
its markets, gaining 90 new customers, renewing contracts 
worth €256 million and signing new contracts totalling 
€262 million. This overview highlights some of the year’s 
most successful market developments.
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New contracts  (€M) 

KEY FIGURES

43%
Women

57% 
Men   

2021/22

28,600
2020/21

27,200

Workforce

With 62% of its revenue  
generated outside France,  

and 85 nationalities represented 
across the Group, FM Logistic  
is both local and international 
with a dynamic activity in its  

14 operating countries.

Our markets

Revenue breakdown

36.4
2020/21

EBIT (€M)  

31.5
2021/22

1,5181,379
2020/21

2021/22

31.9 excluding  
currency impact

-12.4%

VARIATION

-13.7% 

VARIATION

+10.1% 

1,527 excluding  
currency impact

+10.7%

207
2020/21

VARIATION

+27% 262
2021/22

Revenue (€M) 

 BY ACTIVITY

38%
 TRANSPORT 

10%
 CO-PACKING  

52%
 WAREHOUSING 
 & HANDLING 

13.1%
WESTERN EUROPE

0.7%
 BRAZIL 4.0%

 ASIA 

 BY REGION

38.2%
 FRANCE 

22.5%
 EASTERN EUROPE 

21.5%
 CENTRAL EUROPE 

 BY BUSINESS SECTOR

3%
 HEALTH 

41%
 FMCG 

22%
 INDUSTRY 

25%
 DISTRIBUTION 

9%
 PERFUMES 
 AND COSMETICS 
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EDITORIAL BY JEAN-CHRISTOPHE MACHET

What is your perspective on 2021/22?
FM Logistic signed a large number of new contracts 

with a total value of €260 million during the year. Our rev- 
enue increased by 10%, ending up at €1.5 billion. Even more 
significantly, 2021/22 marked a turning point in the profile 
of our business activities: 60% of the new contracts we won 
during the year were for omnichannel logistics services. Major 
brands and retailers are now asking us to help them develop 
their e-commerce business projects. So we’re orchestrating 
logistics flows of increasing complexity. That’s something 
we’re very happy about, since it is central to our Powering 
2030 strategy: we want to build sustainable omnichan-
nel supply chains with our clients that benefit consumers.  
At €31.5 million, our EBIT for the year fell short of target.  
The two main reasons are the significant level of resources 
we dedicated to starting up new, complex, value-added acti-
vities, and the severe pressures imposed on our production 
resources. Nevertheless, we cannot be satisfied with this level 
of performance.

You referred to severe pressures, 
but what exactly are they?
The second half of the year brought with it sharp 

increases in energy, labour and transport costs. The labour 
market remains tight and demand driven, especially in Cen-
tral Europe, and we haven’t passed on in full these increases 
through our selling prices. However, inflation can’t explain 
everything. The start-up phase for a number of contracts has 
proved to be very work intensive. All these factors had a nega-
tive impact on our profitability this year, so we’re now striving 
to optimise our costs and raise our operational standards.  

 What do you see as the main reasons for satisfaction 
with the financial year? 
For me, there are three main reasons. The first is that 

our expertise in omnichannel logistics is being increasingly 
recognised, and that’s clear to see in the contracts we now 
have in place with Sephora, Bauhaus, Maxi Zoo and Yves 
Rocher. The ongoing development of our “control tower” 
services is allowing us to deliver even more added value to 
our customers. For example, we now consolidate and co- 
ordinate every stage of transporting products to more than 
110 countries for one of our customers. The second reason 
is the incredible resilience shown by our teams, which 
enabled us to begin providing services to a Vietnamese 
food multinational, even during the lockdown. Lastly, 2021 
also saw the launch of our new Powering 2030 strategic 
plan and the reassertion of our brand identity in the form of 
the new Supply Change signature.

Why did you think that was necessary?
Supply chains are still suffering from the double blow 

of the health crisis and the global recovery. Beyond the cur-
rent economic situation, underlying trends—including auto-
mation and omnichannel retailing—are revolutionising our 
business sector. As a supplier of logistics services, we also 
have a major role to play in response to the climate emer-
gency by drastically reducing our CO2 emissions.

 What does the Powering 2030 strategy actually 
consist of?
We’re putting consumers and sustainability at the heart 

of our business. Working with and for our customers, we 
have set ourselves the ambition of becoming the champions 
of a sustainable omnichannel supply chain. We want to be 
the ones who make things happen. Our strategy is ambitious: 
we’re aiming to double our annual revenue to €3 billion by 
2030. Our five priority areas are: omnichannel and urban 
logistics, automation, sustainability, transport and customer 
experience. Each of these priorities involves practical initia-
tives, including greater investment in robotisation, creation 
of automated collection points, green hydrogen production 
and expansion of our transport network.

 How do you see the outlook and targets for the 
company in 2022/23? 
The situation in Ukraine and global economic tensions 

will inevitably impact our results, and we expect to see a 
decline in both revenue and operating profit. Nevertheless, 
our current business momentum and tight cost controls 
will help us to mitigate the impact. I’m very confident that 
together with our teams we will achieve our Powering 2030 
targets. ◆

transforming
         growth

 “My greatest hope 
 is for peace to return 
 as quickly as possible.” 
  

Jean-Christophe Machet 
CEO of FM Logistic 

“I am deeply saddened 
and concerned about the 
situation in Ukraine, where  
FM Logistic employs more  
than 800 people. Our priority  
is to maintain contact with  
all our teams. We are working 
closely with FM Foundation  
in all our operating countries  
to support our Ukrainian 
colleagues, and will continue  
to make every effort to enable  
them to recover. My greatest 
hope is for peace to return as 
quickly as possible. ”
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GOVERNANCE

The FM Logistic  
board of directors
Organisational decisions  
and strategy validation

2021/22 was a year of transition for 
FM Logistic. Against the background of 
this extended period of rising costs, the 
company’s performance for the financial 
year was mixed. On the one hand, it con- 
tinued to grow at a steady pace and won 
many new contracts. On the other hand, 
the additional effort required to get some 
of these contracts up and running has 
had a negative impact on results. The 
transformation journey that FM Logistic 
is now on will demonstrate its value and 
benefits over time. Its commitment to 
sustainable development and new Supply 
Change brand signature send a very 
clear positioning statement to customers. 
Another major strength of the Group is its 
presence at every link in the value chain, 
from the design of logistics buildings to 
their oper-ation. In response to underlying 
trends, FM Logistic has invested heavily 
in omnichannel, urban logistics and 
automation. It’s also putting a great deal 
of resources into training its employees 
on all the skills required to support and 
implement these changes. The positive 
effects of this proactive policy will become 
apparent in the coming years. The success 
of this transformation will rely on two key 
principles: the first is the need for open 
and balanced discussion with customers, 
and the second is the strict application of 
operational standards. The management 
teams have a key role to play in this respect, 
since the strain on capacities seems likely to 
last for some time. ◆

Claude Faure  
Co-founder  

of FM Logistic

Vincent Mercier 
Independent 

director

Monique 
Zomeno 

Independent 
director

Marie-Laure 
Faure  

Family director

Gilles Faure  
Family director

Régis Bello 
Independent 

director

Olivier Faure 
Family director
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Jean-Claude Michel
Chairman  

and independent 
director

 “FM Logistic’s transformation 
 is a long-term process. We are  
 approaching the new financial   
 year with realism and optimism.” 
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The FM Logistic
executive committee
Strategy and change 
management

 STÉPHANE DESCARPENTRIES
 Asia, strategic projects  

 and M&A director

 BÉATRICE OGÉE
  Sales & marketing   

 director

 DANIEL CIZ  
 Financial director  JEAN-CHRISTOPHE MACHET   

 CEO of FM Logistic  

 CÉCILE CLOAREC 
 Human resources, 
 communication & 
 sustainable development 
 director 

 CHRISTOPHE MENIVARD
 Eastern Europe, urban and 

 omnichannel logistics &
 purchasing director

 YANNICK BUISSON 
 Western and Central 
 Europe director 

GOVERNANCE

 XAVIER PRÉVOST 
 Business solutions, 

 information systems & 
 transport director 
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Iberian Peninsula: well-oiled logistics 
for Motul. The motor oil specialist chooses 
FM Logistic to strengthen its supply chain in Spain  
and Portugal. Services include warehousing, co-packing 
and transport.

MAY
India: electric 3-wheelers for the last 
mile. FM Logistic uses these vehicles to deliver 
WayCool Food's products in Bangalore. A 3-hour battery 
charge gives them a range of 80km.

APRIL

21/22
New brand signature: Supply Change.
FM Logistic unveils its new brand signature at a customer 
event on responsible supply chain models.

JUNE JULY
Poland: a broader partnership with 
Auchan. Auchan Retail Polska awarded FM Logistic 
the contract to manage its new Lędziny warehouse.  
It supplies 41 hypermarkets and supermarkets, and is 
designed to facilitate the growth of the Easy Auchan brand.

 SPAIN 
 Motul products are  
 now stored in the Illescas
 platform 

 FRANCE / VÉLIZY2 
 The @Westfield click 
 and collect point reflects 
 the dynamic Supply Change
 initiative 

 POLAND 
 Fresh products 
 in the Lędziny 
 platform 

highlights of 

HIGHLIGHTS
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Poland: 20 years of partnership with 
IKEA. FM Logistic operates a 157,000m2 logistics 
centre (equal to the size of 22 football pitches) on behalf 
of the Swedish home-style brand. This site supplies 
IKEA stores in 12 countries, from Finland to Croatia.

DEC.
FM Logistic joins System Alliance Europe. 
This European network of 45 leading family-owned transport 
operators will help FM Logistic to extend its European reach.  
In return, the company is contributing by allowing access to its 
network in Poland and the Czech Republic.

Romania: 20 million bottles. This is the 
annual volume expected to pass through the FM Logistic 
warehouse in Dudeștii Noi for distribution to 12 countries 
under the terms of a new contract signed with Diageo, one 
of the biggest alcoholic beverages companies in the world.

SEPT.

21 New transport director. Newly appointed 
transport business solutions director Nicolas Chéné 
is responsible for accelerating the digitalisation and 
harmonisation of FM Logistic transport services,  
and reducing transport-related emissions.

NOV.

 POLAND /JAROSTY 
 FM Logistic has been serving IKEA 
 stores in 12 countries for 20 years 

 SYSTEM ALLIANCE EUROPE, 
 greater efficiency thanks to this
 network of 45 transport operators 

 ROMANIA / DUDEȘTII NOI 
 Official opening ceremony with Alexander 
 Pavlov and Michael Holm, respectively 
 FM Logistic and Diageo representatives 

 NICOLAS CHÉNÉ 
 The new transport 
 business solutions director 
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Vietnam: new contract 
with a multinational food 
company. FM Logistic will manage 
online orders and supply thousands of 
grocery shops in Ho Chi Minh City.

Italy: 27,000m2 extension at Vellezzo 
Bellini. The Italian logistics platform begins expansion 
work to accommodate new customers. The project 
will increase its floor area to more than 70,000m2 by 
2023. The buildings are designed to achieve LEED Gold 
environmental certification.

FEB.
Poland: the Wiskitki warehouse 
opens for business. Dedicated to omnichannel 
e-commerce, this site will ultimately offer 100,000m2 

of warehouse space between Warsaw and Łódź, only 
10km from the new central Polish airport.

JAN.

22
MARCH
Brazil: Henkel entrusts FM Logistic 
to handle the logistics for its new 
beauty products line. The newly installed 
system “reduces operating costs by 30%”, according to 
Marlucio Pinho, supply chain manager at Henkel.

 BRAZIL. Henkel Beauty 
 Care products stored 
 in São Paulo. 
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HIGHLIGHTS

 FM Logistic 
 expands its Polish 
 platforms 



   

AGILITY. In these volatile times, 
agility is key to supply chain 
performance. FM Logistic relies on 
its shared omnichannel logistics 
platforms and selective automation 
to support its customers.

 INVENTORY VIEWER. 
 A solution developed  
 by FM Logistic and Hub One 

 BÉATRICE OGÉE    
Sales & marketing director
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agile
more

“Everything is accelerating: time to market, online direct sales of products, 
new business start-up lead times, growth of urban logistics, and demand for alter-
native storage solutions. At the same time, increasing operational complexity means 
that customers are looking for partners with the capability to support them for the 

long haul. FM Logistic is also accelerating the pace of its own transformation.  
The €262 million won in new businesses in 2021/22 are clear evidence of our dynamic 

growth momentum. The proportion of e-commerce pure players among our new 
clients is on the rise in Europe and Asia. Our multi-customer logistics platforms 
and long experience in transport pooling enable us to share the resources 
and expertise essential for developing a sustainable and omnichannel supply 
chain. In this context, agility and anticipation go hand in hand. For new project  
start-ups, we use plug-and-play or customer-specific solutions, depending on 
the needs. We have a very pragmatic approach: we apply innovative solutions 
and automate operations where it makes good sense for the customers 
concerned, and do so in close coordination with them. We believe that a 
supply chain can only be sustainable through cooperation.”



P A C K A G I N G  A new contract in 
Central Europe. FM Logistic has also 
been providing omnichannel logistics services 
for Yves Rocher cosmetics and beauty products 
in Poland since 2021. The contract covers order 
preparation at Będzin (30,000m2), supplying  
133 stores and delivering orders to end 
customers in Poland and Hungary. FM Logistic 
also works for Yves Rocher in Italy, Romania  
and Ukraine.

O M N I C H A N N E L  FM Logistic partners with Maxi Zoo. To support its 
rapid growth, pet shop chain Maxi Zoo (a Fressnapf Group subsidiary) has entrusted 
FM Logistic to supply its 263 stores in France, as well as prepare and dispatch its 
e-commerce orders. The 57,000m² Savigny-sur-Clairis site manages a stock of 15,000 
items, and processes some 5 million orders annually, including 1.2 million made by end 
customers. “We hope this new national logistics platform will help us to become more 
efficient and make faster deliveries to our stores and our direct customers,” said Maxi Zoo 
France CEO Jan Wejbrandt in November 2021. Since December 2021, FM Logistic 
has also been handling online orders for Maxi Zoo’s German and Polish customers. 
The total volume of orders is expected to rise to 3 million in 2022. A new 35,000m² 
warehouse soon to be opened close to the German border at Głogów in Poland will 
be dedicated to this contract. Until this building is complete, Maxi Zoo products will 
continue to be stored at the FM Logistic Będzin site.

E X P A N S I O N  A closer partnership 
with Bauhaus. The collaborative
partnership between FM Logistic and the 
German DIY giant that began in 2018, is now
intensifying to include order preparation and 
dispatch of orders from Austrian and German
consumers at the Lovosice platform in the
Czech Republic. Bauhaus plans to triple the 
number of products stocked. As a result, the 
warehousing space of the Lovosice facility 
has been doubled. Both companies are now 
investing in warehouse automation to take 
efficiency to an even higher level.  ◆

4.9
 trillion dollars 
 The total amount of online retail 
 sales worldwide in 2021 
(up 16.2% compared with 2020) Source: Statista research

Omnichannel 
powers ahead
Omnichannel 
powers ahead

agilemore

 MORE ABOUT IT
What actually is 

omnichannel? 
This business model 

combines multiple sales 
channels: multi-brand 

superstore retailing, brand-
owned physical stores 

and online sales, whether 
direct or via platforms. 
Since this model puts 

customer experience first, 
the logistics involved must 

be simultaneously flawless 
and fast. This is a major 
challenge, since online 

retail sales are expected 
to grow by 50% between 

2021 and 2025, according to 
market and consumer data 

specialist Statista.

 POLAND. Preparation 
 of orders for Yves Rocher 
 products at Będzin 

 CZECH REPUBLIC / LOVOSICE 
 FM Logistic handles orders 
 from customers of German 
 DIY giant Bauhaus.

 FRANCE / PONTAULT, 
 Maxi Zoo is one of 
 the brands supplied  
 by FM Logistic 
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 “ Automation enables  
 us to increase the speed
 and accuracy of order 
 fulfilment.” 

P A C K A G I N G  Cutting waste with 
Packsize. FM Logistic is using Packsize 
machines for Karcher in France and Bauhaus 
in the Czech Republic. These automatically 
measure oversize products and cut cartons 
to size at a rate of between 400 and 500 per 
hour. Each product is therefore shipped in the 
smallest possible box. This way, FM Logistic 
uses less cardboard and packaging material, 
while also optimising truck loads to achieve a 
space saving of up to 25%.  

A D V A N T A G E S  Automation 
delivers many advantages. 
It contributes speed and accuracy to 
warehouse order fulfilment. It also helps 
to make the working environment more 
ergonomic. It is particularly effective for 
e-commerce order preparation and  
product packaging. ◆

Automation accelerates!
T E C H N O L O G I E S  A trio of order preparation tech solutions. FM Logistic has 
selected three key technologies in order to streamline order preparation. These goods-to-person 
solutions are now being rolled out in the Group sites. They all bring products to the order pickers 
so that they never have to go in search of a product. AutoStore is an automated storage and 
retrieval system for small products. Instead of using standard shelving separated by aisles, it is 
laid out as a compact grid in which bins of products are stacked on top of each other, rather like a 
large-scale Rubik’s Cube. Robots travelling along the top surface deliver the appropriate bins to 
the workstations and return them to storage. FM Logistic is currently testing AutoStore in the Czech 
Republic. Geek+ robots are used to handle heavier loads, such as pallets or even entire shelves. 
FM Logistic is using 24 units for JDE, the world’s leading coffee company, at its Longueil-Sainte-
Marie logistics centre in France. The Locus robots bring empty bins or boxes to the pickers, tell 
them which goods to pick, and then move on to another operator. When all the items for an order 
have been brought together, they transfer the products to the packing stations. Pushing trolleys is 
now a thing of the past! FM Logistic uses 40 Locus robots at Ressons-sur-Matz in France. A further 
40 will be installed for IKEA in Poland during 2022.

 

“We’ve made 
a number of 
structural 
choices in 

terms of automation. 
Having run many pilot 
projects, we’re now 
entering the rollout and 
industrialisation phase.” 
Xavier Prévost 
Business solutions,
information systems and 
transport director 

 PACKSIZE 
 the solution that creates 
 tailor-made cartons for 
 oversize products 

 MIR500 
 this robot carries and 
 moves pallets weighing 
 up to 500 kg 

 AUTOSTORE 
 an automated storage 
 and retrieval system 
 for small products 

S T O C K  M O V E M E N T  Robot turtles 
reduce handling. The MiR500 
collaborative robot takes care of pallet 
handling all by itself. This strong solution 
can carry up to 500kg. FM Logistic has 
introduced them into its IKEA distribution 
centre in Jarosty, Poland. They collect, carry 
and unload empty pallets 24/7 using 3D 
cameras and laser scanning to avoid people 
and obstacles. In preliminary tests, the robot 
travelled more than 60km and moved more 
than 1,500 empty pallets. 

200 %
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agilemore

 That’s how many more products 
 can be picked by one operator 

 using automated goods-to-person 
 systems. 



CHRISTOPHE MÉNIVARD 
Eastern Europe, urban and 

omnichannel logistics, and Group
purchasing director

 From personal journeys 
 to deliveries, soft mobility is 
 gaining traction in our cities 

 “Urban logistic systems are essential for the vitality of city 
life. The problem is that the boom in home deliveries has been accompanied by 
higher levels of pollution, greater traffic congestion and a shortage of local storage 
space. Issues around the gig economy and zero-hour contracts are also regularly cited 
as causes for concern. So we are focusing our efforts on three main areas. The first is 
the pooling of storage and transport resources. The second is to offer alternatives to 
home delivery. And the third is to repurpose existing property assets. All three involve 
closer dialogue and interaction with public bodies and road management agencies. 
In the Paris suburb of Vélizy, an outdoor locker available to all local retailers is a first 

experiment in redefining the landscape of communities. In Madrid, we are working 
closely with the city transport authority to organise more environmentally 

friendly deliveries. But one major challenge remains unresolved, and that 
is to get all stakeholders—councillors, private companies and consu-
mers/citizens—to agree on a fair price for deliveries and the need for 
communal infrastructures”.

LOCAL SERVICE. To deliver  
 customers quickly and cut CO2 
emissions to an absolute minimum, 
products must be brought closer  
to their recipients. The real challenge 
of urban logistics is to reconcile 
local presence with corporate 
responsibility. FM Logistic is making 
its contribution to succeeding in 
this challenge by developing new 
solutions.
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Urban logistics in all its forms +40 %
 increase of online shoppers 

 in Vietnam in 2021 

S P A I N  A mini hub in central 
Madrid. A logistics centre beneath 
the Plaza Mayor: that’s the bet made with 
the Madrid Public Transport Authority 
(EMT). Since October 2021, Citylogin has 
been delivering parcels on behalf of an 
e-commerce giant from a 200m2 space 
in the underground car park beneath this 
famous city square. Seven electric Scoobic 
3-wheelers make deliveries around the 
capital in under two hours. Each can carry 
up to 420kg of deliveries and has a range 
of 80km on a single charge. The mini hub 
is supplied by electric vans from an out-of-
town depot. 

 INDIA. 
 Delivery by 
 electric 3-wheeler 

 SPAIN. Citylogin
 uses Scoobic

 3-wheelers for  
 urban deliveries

8 % year-on-year growth 
 in the European urban logistics 
 market between now and 2030 

 (Source : Roland Berger/FM Logistic)

V I E T N A M  Contracts with two 
food giants. In February 2022, 
FM Logistic was awarded a contract by 
a multinational company to distribute its 
products to 10,000 grocery shops in  
Ho Chi Minh City. The following month,  
FM Logistic opened a new 20,000m2 
distribution centre in Di An, 15km north 
of the city. This facility will also provide 
urban logistics services for another major 
international food manufacturer. ◆

S P A I N  How urban logistics is 
driving growth. Citylogin, the company 
managing urban logistics activities in Spain, 
doubled its annual revenue in 2021 and now 
employs more than 600 people. It began 
serving three new cities during the year 

—Barcelona, Huelva and Badajoz—bringing 
the total to 13. Its fleet is also growing, and 
now includes more than 370 vehicles, 120 of 
which are powered by alternative fuels and 
engine systems. In another new development, 
November 2021 saw the company introduce 
an automated parcel sorting system at Torrejón 
de Ardoz, near Madrid, to improve its service to 
a leading clothing company. In just five years, 
Citylogin has grown to the point where it now 
contributes 40% of the annual revenue generated 
by FM Logistic in the Iberian Peninsula.
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S P A I N  Home delivery: also for 
large appliances. Delivery and 
installation of dishwashers, washing machines 
or any other large appliance: that’s the new 
service introduced in 2021 by Citylogin for a 
major retailer in Barcelona. To shorten lead 
times even further, Citylogin also uses a 
2,400m2 warehouse in the port. With  
13 loading bays, it is only 20 minutes from  
the city centre. 
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A new generation of parcel     pick-up stations
. 
 ◆
C I T Y  C E N T R E S  City corners: 
coming soon to Paris. FM Logistic 
is preparing to launch its first branded city 
corners in Paris. This first installation will test 
the format in a busy area of the city centre 
where home deliveries are problematic. 
Residents will then be able to collect their 
orders at any time or day of the week, 
including late at night. They will also be able 
to use the same facility to return unsuitable 
products. Once again, the city corner 
solution will make it possible to collect all 
types and sizes of parcel, including food 
deliveries. The concept gives all retailers 
the opportunity to offer a completely new 
channel for deliveries of their products. It 

T E S T  Automated lockers: Westfield Vélizy 2 backs versatility. 
In November 2021, in time for Christmas, Unibail-Rodamco-Westfield and FM Logistic officially 
opened La Station Colis@Westfield, a pick-up station in the Westfield Vélizy 2 shopping centre 
car park: this 60m² facility can be used 24/7, making life easier for customers and retailers 
generally, but particularly during peak shopping periods. The principle of the secure pick-up lockers 
is well known: customers order products online or in a shopping centre store, receive a code by 
text or email, and then collect the parcel(s) at their convenience. But La Station Colis@Westfield  
is rather more sophisticated than the standard metal locker solution. Firstly, it enables collection 
of fresh and frozen food products. Secondly, it can handle larger items like bikes or skis, which 
were previously excluded from the convenience of click-and-collect systems. Lastly, it can be 
used by all types of brands and retailers regardless of size, even if they are not based in the 
shopping centre. The station has three automated lockers: a 5-metre tower containing up to 
300 standard-sized non-food parcels, a second automated machine for up to 150 deliveries of 
fresh and frozen food products, and a third locker with 12 spaces for large items, such as home 
furniture or large household appliances. Auchan, Cdiscount and Relais Colis are already using  
La Station Colis@Westfield pick-up station.

 MORE ABOUT IT
The critical 

importance of 
delivery

Delivery is an integral part 
of the online shopping 

experience. According to the 
MetaPack 2022 e-commerce 

delivery benchmark survey 
which interviewed 6,000 
consumers, the top three 
buying criteria are costs, 
speed and convenience, 

with ease of return, tracking 
and environmental concerns 
trailing far behind. 56% of the 

consumers surveyed would 
prefer to wait longer for their 

delivery than pay extra to 
offset carbon emissions. More 

environmentally friendly, 
out-of-home delivery options 

appeal to almost one third 
of online shoppers, if it is 

cheaper than home delivery.

will also be available to traditional shops, 
including food retailers, because the various 
lockdowns of recent years have shown that 
click-and-collect is no longer exclusive to 
major retailers. The same format could even 
be used for person-to-person sales. ◆

56 %
 of online stores in the 27-state EU offer 

 customers the option to collect orders from  
 an out-of-store collection point, and that 

 percentage continues to increase. 
(2021 European E-commerce Report)

 FRANCE. Automated 
 collection lockers make life 
 easier for customers at the 
 Vélizy 2 shopping centre 

 “How great would it be if 
 you could collect all your 
 online shopping from a 
 single location?” 

localmore
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“Our customers want practical solutions that help them reduce 
their environmental impact. Regulations are also moving in the same direction 
and low emission zones are becoming increasingly common in our cities. In Octo-
ber 2022, the European CSRD (Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive) will 
introduce new non-financial reporting obligations for all companies. FM Logistic 

is responding to these trends by continuing the rollout of the strategy it adop-
ted in 2018. Here are just three of the initiatives already underway. We are 

pressing ahead with the green hydrogen production projects that will help 
reduce our direct greenhouse gas emissions, at the same time as promoting 

local economic development. We have also worked closely with Hublex to begin 
the commercialisation of the Ergoskel exoskeleton. Initially designed to help our 
own order preparation teams, we are now making its benefits available to other 
companies. Lastly, we are extending our expertise in bulk logistics to consumer 

products. Working closely with retailers and brands, we are exploring the condi-
tions for creating a circular economy. We can say that we are setting in motion 
an entire ecosystem.” 

CHARLOTTE MIGNE 
Sustainable 

development director

SUSTAINABILITY.  Well-being  
at work, lower emissions and  
responsible consumption are now  
primary concerns. FM Logistic is  
working closely with its partners  
to deliver innovative responses  
to these demands.

 FRANCE/LONGUEIL. 
 Ergoskel should soon be 
 sold to other companies 

sustainable
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19%
 of French households now 

 buy bulk products 
(Source: Réseau Vrac/Nielsen, March 2021)

C O M M I T M E N T  Setting ourselves 
science-based climate targets. 
This commitment is the reason behind 
FM Logistic’s decision to join the Science 
Based Targets initiative (SBTi) in 2021. This 
collaboration between the WWF, CDP, the 
World Resources Institute and the United 
Nations Global Compact sets out a framework 
for limiting global warming to below 2°C above 
pre-industrial levels. SBTi helps its members  
to set targets compatible with this goal,  
and identify the resources needed to achieve 
those targets.

https://
www.
google.com/
url?sa=i&ur-

l=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
maxi-mag.fr%2Fsociete%-
2Fargent%2Fle-vrai-succes-des-
achats-en-vrac.html&psig=AOvVaw-
08GjdCwXyQDxCpTzZco6CQ&ust=
1648803894515000&source=images&c-
d=vfe&ved=0CAgQjRxqFwoTCOjhsqX_7_
YCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAX

D I S T R I B U T I O N  Bulk retailing is set to gain ground in supermarkets and 
hypermarkets following the introduction of the French Climate and Resilience Act (see 
opposite). This fact poses a challenge for retailers and manufacturers, which must adapt their
organisational structure to cope with the change. FM Logistic offers them a proven model, but 
how does it actually work? FM Logistic receives the products—dried fruit, coffee, rice, pasta, 
snacks, confectionery, etc.—and repackages them. These operations take place in a dedicated 
packing room that meets very high hygiene standards. The containers are then delivered to 
the points of sale, where they are put directly on the shelf. Many French retailers are now 
experimenting with bulk distribution, including Intermarché, Monoprix, Franprix and Carrefour. 
With support from FM Logistic, Franprix completed its programme to test bulk branded 
products in four shops in July 2021. FM Logistic has also signed contracts with three other 
leading retailers for projects to test bulk sales of branded products.

Taking action to limit waste

 MORE ABOUT IT 
Bulk retailing and 
the law. Under the terms 
of the French Climate and 
Resilience Act adopted in 
June 2021, stores with
 more than 400m2 of 
retail floor space must 
devote 20% of their area 
to offering bulk and 
unpackaged products 
from 2030 onwards.

P A C K A G I N G  M A T E R I A L S  On the 
road to zero plastic with Wella.  
The hair care product manufacturer signed an 
environmental impact reduction agreement 
with the Spanish branch of FM Logistic 
in November 2021. Under the terms of 
this agreement, the Illescas logistics site 
has replaced bubble wrap with recycled 
paper, and now packages products using 
appropriately sized cartons. “We’re now using 
45% less cardboard and 40% less paper”, 
explains the supply chain manager at Wella  
in Spain. ◆

Q U A L I T Y  94% less plastic for 
Henkel in São Paulo. 14 Bis is the 
codename of a logistics redesign project 
led by Henkel in Brazil. Its aim is to boost 
productivity, at the same time as reducing its 
environmental impact. FM Logistic has been 
responsible for the warehousing, packaging 
and distribution of the German company’s 
personal care products in São Paulo since 
January. It also makes deliveries using electric 
vehicles powered by solar energy generated 
on site. Kraft paper has now replaced plastic in 
its packaging, reducing the amount of plastic 
it uses by 94%. In the words of Henkel supply 
chain manager Marlucio Pinho, the new 
system also “reduces operating costs by 30%”. 

 “We’re working with our  
 customers to extend our  
 expertise in bulk logistics.” 

 SPAINS/ILLESCAS. 
 Using recycled paper 
 to minimise bubble wrap use 

 FRANCE/VILLACOUBLAY. 
 Bulk products are becoming 
 a strong consumer trend 
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U R B A N  L O G I S T I C S  FM Logistic 
wins the Reinventing Cities 
competition. The HiLife project 
entered in Spain with Citylogin, focuses on 
constructing a logistics platform of the future 
using a combination of green materials, 
renewable energy generation and green 
spaces. Planned for the Atalayuela district 
of Madrid, the building will have 13,300m2 

of solar photovoltaic panels 
generating enough electricity to 
be energy self-sufficient and feed 
surplus power into the national 

grid. This logistics hub will also have its own 
plant to produce hydrogen that will fuel 
pallet handling trucks and delivery vans. 
The site will even have its own childcare 
facility. The Reinventing Cities competition is 
organised by the Cities Climate Leadership 
Group (C40), a global network of cities 
(originally 40, and now around 100) 
committed to mitigating climate change by 
stimulating the development of low carbon 
construction projects on underused sites. 

B I O C A R B U R A N T  In 2021,  
FM Logistic put 30 biofuel-
powered trucks on the road 
in France. These new vehicles run on 
Oléo100, a biofuel produced from French 
rapeseed. This alternative to diesel reduces 
CO₂ emissions by 60% and fine particulates 
by 80%. To refuel its fleet, the company 
has installed tanks at its logistics centres in 
Mommenheim (Alsace) and Crépy-en-Valois 
(Hauts-de-France). 

T R A N S P O R T  Optimisation is key. 
Delivering the maximum volume of goods at 
the same time as minimising non-productive 
miles is the perfect formula for reducing 
CO₂ emissions. FM Logistic uses a number 
of complementary methods to make that 
formula work.
1. Pooling deliveries from its multi-customer 
warehouses by loading the same truck with 
similar products from different customers 
reduces the number of vehicles on the road. 
2. Planning the number of vehicles, and 
optimising routes and their management 
using data analysis and TMS (Transport 
Management System) software.
3. Matching the size of cartons to their 
contents using customised packaging 
machines.
4. Using low-emission transport whenever 
possible. In the Indian city of Bangalore,  
FM Logistic introduced electric three-
wheelers in 2021 to deliver food products  
for its customer WayCool. ◆

8.4%
 The contribution made by biofuels 

 to the primary generation of 
 renewable energy in France  “ Innovation, optimisation, 

 biofuels… we’re using all 
 the levers to reduce our 
 impact”.   

Reinventing buildings and     transport

 FM Logistic won 
 the Reinventing Cities 
 competition with HiLife, 
 the logistics platform 
 of the future 
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S H I N E F L E E T  Accelerating the 
advent of hydrogen powered 
trucks. That’s the goal of this Spanish 
consortium, which has now been joined by 
FM Logistic. Already in regular use for local 
mobility needs, hydrogen has yet to prove 
itself for long-distance transport.  
The ShineFleet consortium of seven 
companies and six Spanish research centres 
was formed by Técnicas Reunida, one of the 
world’s leading engineering and construction 
companies providing sustainable solutions. 
Its work focuses on decentralised production 
of hydrogen as a route to boosting 
decarbonised mobility. The project is 
supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science 
and Innovation.

S P A I N  A successful 
demonstration. FM Logistic has set 
up a hydrogen production plant powered by 
solar energy at its logistics centre in Illescas. 
The electricity required for the process is 
generated by the photovoltaic panels that 
cover the roof of the building. Developed by 
H2B2 Electrolysis Technologies, the plant is 
able to produce up to 45kg of green hydrogen 
per week. That’s enough to power ten forklift 
trucks and a fuel cell-powered delivery 
van. 1 kg of hydrogen powers a forklift truck 
for around eight hours. This initiative is the 
first of its kind in the Spanish logistics sector, 
and is supported by the European Regional 
Development Fund (ERDF). ◆

P R I O R I T Y  FM Logistic wants to achieve zero direct emissions by 2030.  
It plans to minimise its own emissions and adopt a carbon offset strategy. The Group is backing the 
in-house production of green hydrogen to contribute to achieving this goal. A promising solution 
has already been successfully tested. Minimising the environmental footprint of its warehouses 
is a priority objective for FM Logistic, which favours two particular approaches: reducing energy 
consumption and using energy from renewable sources. The next step will be on-site production 
of green hydrogen, with the ultimate ambition of contributing to the development of long-
distance hydrogen transport. Green hydrogen is generated by using electrolysis to split water into 
its constituent gases of oxygen and hydrogen. The electricity used for the process is generated 
from renewable sources, such as wind and solar power. The resulting hydrogen can then be 
used in place of fossil fuels in industrial processes or to power commercial vehicles. A full tank 
of hydrogen provides around the same operating range as an equivalent tank full of diesel, but 
with quicker refuelling times. However, proof of concept has yet to be achieved, and that is the 
purpose of experiments now underway at FM Logistic sites in France and Spain. 

685
 hydrogen production stations 

 in the world in 2021. 
 41 are located in France 

On the road 
     to hydrogen

https://
www.
google.com/
url?sa=i&ur-

l=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.
maxi-mag.fr%2Fsociete%-
2Fargent%2Fle-vrai-succes-des-
achats-en-vrac.html&psig=AOvVaw-
08GjdCwXyQDxCpTzZco6CQ&ust=
1648803894515000&source=images&c-
d=vfe&ved=0CAgQjRxqFwoTCOjhsqX_7_
YCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAX

 ESPAGNE/ILLESCAS. 
 Green hydrogen  
 production plant 
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MORE ABOUT IT
Grey, blue, yellow or 

green hydrogen? 
The ecological benefit 

of hydrogen depends on 
the production process 

used, because some are 
less polluting than others. 

Grey hydrogen is produced 
using thermochemical 
processes powered by 

fossil fuels in the form of 
coal or natural gas. The 
resulting gas is referred 

to as “blue” if the CO2 

emitted by the process is 
subsequently captured. 

Yellow hydrogen is made 
using nuclear energy 

to power the water 
electrolysis process. It 
then becomes “green” 
if the same process is 

powered using energy 
from renewable sources. 
Grey hydrogen currently 

accounts for around 95% of 
global production, because 

it is the most economical 
of these methods. 
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CÉCILE CLOAREC 
Human resources, 

communication & sustainable 
development director

 Human resources 
 management: 
 a key lever for 
 transformational 
 change 

INCLUSIVITY. Attracting the  
best talents, training future 
managers, creating a learning 
culture, safeguarding health 
and safety and providing 
a stimulating working 
environment… Human resources 
management is a key lever  
for transformation.
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“Skills transformation is central to our strategy. We have twin challen-
ges: increasing our operational performance and responding to changes in supply chains. 
Our customers trust us to take full control of complex projects, and to do that we must 
have an integrated overview of the supply chain and expertise in applying the latest 
knowledge available, especially in terms of sustainable development. FM University 
continues to put a huge amount of effort into training. The second major trend of 2021 
was the step up to a more detailed level of HR data analysis, which now makes it possible 

for our logistics platform managers to access new productivity indicators. We’re also in 
the process of rolling out new recruitment software, which will help us to manage 
our applicant talent pools more dynamically. That’s an essential asset in today’s 
very tight labour market. We need to control our processes and costs very carefully 
in what remains a very uncertain economic environment. Throughout the year, 
in which Covid-19 remained a very real threat, we continued to pay particularly 
close attention to the health and well-being of our people by enhancing our 

occupational risk prevention policy.”



E M P L O Y E R  B R A N D  FM Logistic  
is included in the Forbes 
magazine Top 750 Employers 
listing. The survey published in October 
2021 by this prestigious American business 
magazine is based on the responses given by  
150,000 employees in 58 countries. Questions 
focused on a broad range of criteria, from 
talent development to gender parity and 
social responsibility. Only two French logistics 
companies made it onto the list. 

Taking good 
care of our teams

O C C U P A T I O N A L  H E A L T H  A new 
Ergoskel goes on sale. FM Logistic 
has signed an agreement with French start-up 
Hublex to market Ergoskel, the exoskeleton 
it designed in 2019 in conjunction with the 
University of Technology of Compiègne. Made 
in France, it relieves the physical effort of the 
wearer when carrying heavy parcels. The new 
model weighs just 1.2kg. FM Logistic has placed 
an initial order for 100 units. ◆

E D U C A T I O N  FM University: a one-year course in sustainable 
development. As supply chains become increasingly complex, their underlying 
fundamentals are changing. FM Logistic is adapting to this new reality. Its training team has 
started rolling out three major new programmes. Positive Leader is designed to equip 250 senior 
managers with the knowledge they need to reduce the environmental footprint of the Group. 
Opex Sales, Marketing and Business Solutions puts trainees “in the shoes” of its customers 
as the basis for developing and offering them even more appropriate solutions. Opex 
Management is a good management practices refresher course for warehouse team leaders. 
FM University ensures the consistency and relevance of the courses it offers by designing 
and delivering the vast majority of them in-house, thanks to an alliance of the best business 
experts and its educational engineering specialists. Its training programme is structured into 
short, interactive modules. More than 11,800 hours of training were delivered online and a 
further 5,700 in a mixed (classroom / distance learning) format during the year. FM University is 
also experimenting with adaptive learning, which is a type of e-learning that tailors the course 
content according to the existing knowledge of each student.

Collections and 
professional integration:  
an ongoing commitment

F M  F O U N D A T I O N  Giving Tuesday, held on 30 November 
2021, is described as “a global day of giving” in 150 
countries. In its first year of participation in the event, FM Foundation 
involved its representatives on 56 sites in 11 countries. From Brazil to Eastern 
Europe, FM Logistic employees offered their time and energy to collect toys, 
books, clothes and food. In Poland, the most energetic fundraisers competed 
in a sponsored indoor cycle race. FM Foundation has donated all the funds 
raised to non-profit organisations working in the public interest near its sites. 
This commitment to taking local action is what the foundation is all about.
In France, FM Foundation supported the spring fundraising collection 
organised by Emmaüs Défi in May 2021. FM Logistic sites in the north of the 
country collected the equivalent of 21 pallets of everyday items, from books 
and toys to crockery and ornaments, and shipped them free of charge to 
Emmaüs Défi charity shops for sale. Professional integration is an important 
part of the work done by FM Foundation and, in 2021, that work focused on 
setting up a logistics college at Canoas in Brazil in partnership 
with the PESCAR Foundation. As a result, underprivileged 
young people aged between 16 and 20 have access to an 
11-month training course in logistics, rewarded on successful 
completion with a State-recognised certificate. The first class 
is due to graduate in August 2022. FM Foundation has already 
set up a similar school in São Paulo in conjunction with the 
IOCHPE Foundation. A full report of FM Foundation initiatives 
for 2021 is available in its annual report. ◆

12,000

 training sessions delivered 
 during the 2021/22 

 financial year 
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 “Giving Tuesday, 
 spring collection, 
 creation of a logistics 
 college: the foundation  
 is active on all fronts”.

more inclusive
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Consolidated balance sheet  /in thousands of euros Consolidated income statement  /in thousands of euros

ASSETS 31/03/2022  31/03/2021 

Intangible assets 53 067  50 094

Including goodwill 29 996  32 433

Tangible assets 219 156  206 619

Financial assets: 23 154  22 905

Non-consolidated shares 478  1 437

Other financial assets 22 676  21 468

FIXED ASSETS 295 377  279 617

Inventories 14 188  10 689

Trade receivables and related accounts 225 241  208 726

Prepayments for current assets 5 206  4 041

Tax and social receivables 20 477  17 434

Current accounts (debit) 174  3 799

Other receivables 3 492  4 422

Deferred tax assets 5 755  6 093

Foreign exchange loss 0  0

Prepaid expenses 6 928  5 168

Cash and cash equivalents 146 391  127 616

CURRENT ASSETS 427 852  387 987

TOTAL ASSETS 723 229  667 604

   

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 31/03/2022  31/03/2021  

Share capital 43 289  43 163

Premiums 6 602  6 602

Reserves 149 384  138 154

Profit for the period 12 924  18 116

Foreign currency translation adjustment -62 045  -59 924

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY — GROUP SHARE 150 154  146 110

Minority interests 0  95

TOTAL EQUITY 150 154  146 205

   

Provisions for risks and charges 21 922  16 534   

Borrowings and other financial liabilities 175 340  167 253

Bank overdraft 7 140  4 187

FINANCIAL LIABILITIES 182 480  171 440

   

Trade payables and related accounts 194 114  172 918

Advance payments from third parties 1 038  985

Tax and social liabilities 127 127  118 362

Current accounts (credit) 20 179  14 983

Other liabilities 15 092  17 984

Deferred tax liabilities 4 489  4 353

Foreign exchange gain 442  0

Deferred income 6 193  3 840

CURRENT LIABILITIES 368 673  333,426

TOTAL LIABILITIES 723 229  667 604

 31/03/2022  31/03/2021  

TURNOVER 1 518 719  1 379 706

Write-back of provisions and depreciations 2 516  4 272

Other operating income 12 625  8 615

TOTAL OPERATING INCOME 1 533 861  1 392 593

Purchases -77 606  -63 439

Staff costs -463 492  -434 084

Including employee participation -3 432  -2 408

Other operating expenses -883 908  -784 690

Taxes, levies and similar payments -14 116  -15 846

Allowances for depreciation and provisions -58 047  -55 842

TOTAL OPERATING CHARGES -1 497 169  -1 353 901

   

OPERATING PROFIT 36 691  38 692

Goodwill amortisation allowance -2 436  -3 259

OPERATING INCOME 34 255  35 434

Financial profit / loss  -3 144  -2 404

Exceptional profit / loss -5 233  -2 276

Income tax  -12 592  -11 804

Deferred tax -364  -873

  

PROFIT/LOSS FOR THE PERIOD 12 924  18 077

Attributable to:   

Minority interests 0  -39

Group share 12 924  18 116

BEFORE ALLOWANCE of goodwill  
amortisation and impairment

AFTER ALLOWANCE  of goodwill  
amortisation and impairment

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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COMMENTS: In accordance with regulation ANC 2020-01, restatements recognised following the signature of finance  
leases are not shown in the cash flow statement since they generate no cash flows. For information purposes, the total  
value of finance leases signed during the financial year by the companies consolidated within the FM Logistic Group  
was €20,203,000 (impact on the increase in gross values and loans from credit institutions).

Consolidated cash flow statement /in thousands of euros

 31/03/2022  31/03/2021  

OPERATING ACTIVITIES   

NET PROFIT/LOSS 12 924  18 077

Adjustment for:    

Depreciation, amortisation and provisions 60 646  53 000

Gains and losses on disposal of fixed assets 1 097  306

Deferred taxes 364  873

Unrealised foreign exchange gains / losses  269  -498

Deferred expenses 0  0

CASH FLOW GENERATED BY THE ACTIVITY 75 299  71 757

Change in trade current assets and liabilities 6 762  4 805

Change in inventories -3 594  -335

Change in trade receivables -22 224  -9 537

Change in trade payables 32 580  14 677

Change in non-trade current assets and liabilities 6 114  -3 272

CHANGE IN WORKING CAPITAL REQUIREMENT 12 876  1 533

NET CASH FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES 88 176  73 290

   

INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES   

Payment / acquisition of intangible assets -10 382  -8 827

Payment / acquisition of PPE -50 951  -35 695

Receipts / disposal of PPE and intangible assets 9 284  5 703

Payment / acquisition of financial assets -3 831  -1 509

Receipts / disposal of financial asset 2 821  2 241

Net cash / acquisition and disposal of subsidiaries -107  0

NET CASH FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES -53 167  -38 087

   

FINANCING ACTIVITIES   

Increase in capital 0  0

Dividends paid to parent company shareholders -6 759  -8 500

Cash from borrowings 50 463  37 909

Repayments of borrowings -62 485  -58 802

Variation of accrued interests payable -7  -4

NET CASH FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES -18 788  -29 397

   

VARIATION IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS BEFORE EXCHANGE RATE FLUCTUATIONS 16 221  5 806

Net effect of exchange rate fluctuations -399  -12

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE OPENING 123 429  117 635

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE CLOSING 139 251  123 429

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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